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We prove a substantial extension of Picard’s theorem on the solvability of the 
ordinary differential equation &/dx=J’(r,y), and also obtain a generalization of 
the result in terms of approximate derivative (~v/L/x),. The results are illustrated 
by suitable examples. ( 1987 Academtc Press. Inc 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let I, [u, U] denote any two compact intervals on the real line R, and let 
(a, h) denote an interior point of the compact rectangle D = Ix [u, u]. 
The classical Picard’s theorem in its simplest form [4, Theorem 2, p. IS] 
states that, iff: D + R is continuous and satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
IS(x>YI)--f(-x>Y2)l GM. lY,-Y*l (*) 
for all (x, y, ), (n, y2) E D, where A4 is a positive constant, then the ordinary 
differential equation dy/dx=f(x, y) has a locally unique local solution 
y = d(x) passing through the point (a, b). Our purpose in this paper is to 
extend this result (Theorem 1) by greatly relaxing both the hypotheses and 
to solve the corresponding problem (Theorem 2) for the approximate 
derivative (+/dx),, , which is perhaps the most important and most exten- 
sively studied generalization of ordinary derivative. In both cases the proofs 
*This work was done while this author was a visiting professor at the Department of 
Mathematics, University of British Columbia during 1985-1986. 
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are done by using the well-known Banach fixed point theorem [4, 
Theorem 1, p. 171, which indicates that the sought for solutions can be 
obtained by iteration. 
We shall freely use the notions of Lebesgue density, approximate con- 
tinuity, approximate derivative, and the theories of Lebesgue and Perron 
integrals, for which we refer to [S]. We shall also have occasion to use 
Burkill’s theory of the approximately continuous Perron integral, the 
AP-integral, [ 11. The Lebesgue outer measure of a subset E c R will be 
denoted by IEl. 
The hypotheses involved in our theorems are primarily motivated by the 
following observations. 
First, a derivative on a compact interval need not be continuous, 
nor even be bounded. But, in Picard’s theorem the solution y = d(x) 
has necessarily a continuous (and, hence, bounded) derivative 4’(x) = 
.f(-UT 9(-~)). 
Second, under Picard’s hypotheses, if we delinef(x, y) =f(x, U) for y < u 
and f(x, J!) =f(x, u) for y > II, then this extended function ,f is still bounded 
and continuous, and also satisfies the same Lipschitz condition (*) in the 
entire strip Ix R. Then, further, for any approximately continuous function 
$: I-+ R, the function $* defined on Z by $*(x) =f(x, I++(X)) is a derivative. 
For, given any c E Z, for all x E I we have 
1$*(-y) - $*(c)l d Ifk Lo)) -f(x, $(c))l 
+ I.fk $(c)) -f(c, Icl(c))l 
G ‘+if.I$(-x) - $(c)l + lf’(x, idc)) -f(G $(c))l. 
Since $ is approximately continuous at c andfis continuous at (c, $(c)), it 
follows at once from above that II/* is approximately continuous at c. Thus 
$* is approximately continuous on Z, and, further, it is bounded on Z since 
,f is so on Z x R. Hence $* is the derivative of its indefinite Lebesgue 
integral on Z [S, ( 10.7), p. 1321. 
Third, a derivative on a compact interval need not be approximately 
continuous, even if it is bounded [6]. 
Fourth, an approximately continuous function on a compact interval 
need not be bounded. 
Last, the Lipschitz condition is very stringent. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND THEOREMS 
We begin by introducing the following generalizations of Lipschitz 
condition and of boundedness of measurable functions. 
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Definition 1. A function M: I + R is called a Lipschitz function for a 
function f: Ix R + R, if M is Lebesgue integrable on I and if 
for almost all x E I and all y, , y, E R. 
DEFINITION 2. A measurable function M: I-+ R is said to be mean 
bounded at a point c E Z, if, for closed intevals JC Z with c E J, we have 
lim sup 1JI ’ I, IMI < a~. 
I.4 - 0 
The function M is said to be strongly mean bounded at c, if for every E > 0 
there is a measurable function M: Z + R and a real number p > 1, such that 
1x1 JJ is mean bounded at c and 
lim sup (JI -’ s,i (MI - (CX I CF. 
IJI - 0 
Remark. If the function M is bounded in some neighborhood of the 
point c in Z, then it is trivially strongly mean bounded at c. In general, 
strong mean boundedness implies mean boundedness, since 
IM(x)l d I lWx)l - I4x)l I + Idx)l 
and ICC(~)/ < Icc(x)lP, for la(x)1 > 1 and p> 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let .f. Z x R + R be such that, 
(i) ,for every continuous fuction r$: I-+ R with 4(a) = b, the,function C#I* 
defined on Z by b*(x) =f(x, I(x)) is a derivative, and 
(ii) there is a Lipschitz function M for f on I. 
Then there is a locally unique local solution of dyjdx =f (x, y), passing 
through the point (a, b). 
Proof Fix a closed interval J c Z with a E J”, such that iJ I Ml < 4. Let B 
denote the complete metric space of the continuous functions 4: J+ R with 
&a) = b, under the metric p defined by p(d,, &) = supJ 14, -&I. 
By (i), for every C$ E B there is clearly a unique function 4: J -+ R such 
that &a) = b and d’(x) = d*(x) =f (x, d(x)) for all XE J, where b* is now 
defined on J. Noting that $ E B, we get a mapping T:B + B by setting 
T# = CJ! for all C$ E B. 
Now, consider any two elements 4, $ E B. Since I$* and I+!I* are 
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derivatives, they are necessarily measurable [S, (4.2) p. 1123. Also by (ii) 
for almost all x E J we have 
M*(x) - $*(x)1 -s Wb)l . M-x) - Il/(x)l 
6 IM(x)l . P(h $1. (1) 
Since M is Lebesgue integrable on J, it follows from above that d* -- $* is 
also. Consequently, since 6’ - 4’ = d* - $* and since the Lebesgue integral 
of d* - $* coincides with its Perron integral, for all x E J, we have 
G I J IMI ‘PC& $1 by (1). 
Since &a) = h = $(a) and 
P(h $1 G ($1. P(A II/)? 
since lJ IMI <i, it follows from above that 
and so T is a contraction in B. Hence by the Banach 
fixed point theorem T hats a unique fixed point, which is clearly the 
required solution. 
THEOREM 2. Let f: Ix R + R be such that, 
(i) there is an approximately continuous ,function p: I--t R with 
p(a) = b, .for which the function p* defined on I by l?*(x) =f (x, p(x)) is the 
approximate derivative of a function fl such that fl- B is bounded, 
(ii) for every approximately continuous function 4: I-+ R with 
&a) = b such that 4-p is bounded, the function cj* defined on I by 
d*(x) =f (x, 4(x)) is an approximate derivative, and 
(iii) there is u Lipschitz fuction A4 for f  on I. 
Then there is a locally unique local solution of (dy/dx),, = f  (x, y), passing 
through the point (a, b) and differing from b by a bounded function. 
Proof Fix a closed interval Jc I with a E J(‘, such that lJ [MI < t. Let A 
denote the set of the approximately continuous functions 4: J-, R with 
&a) = 6, such that 4 - fi is bounded on J. Since the difference of any two 
members of A is obviously bounded, A becomes a metric space under the 
metric p defined by p(4,, b2) = sup, 14, - 421. Further, since the limit of a 
uniformly convergent sequence of approximately continuous function on J 
is also approximately continuous [ 1, Lemma, p. 2761, the space A is 
clearly complete. 
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Now, the mean value theorem for the approximate derivative [3, 
Theorems 2 and 3, p. 9651 plainly implies that, if two functions have the 
same finite approximate derivative on an interval, then they differ by a con- 
stant. Therefore by (ii), for every Q E A there is a unique function & J + R 
such that &a) = b and d&(x) = d*(x) =S(x, d(x)) for all x E J, where d* is 
now defined on J. Since $&, exists finitely, fj is necessarily approximately 
continuous. Further, we shall presently see that 4-B is bounded on J. 
Then 4 E A, and we get a mapping T: A + A by setting Td = $ for all 4 E A. 
Consider any two element 4, II/ E A. Since $* and Ic/* are approximate 
derivatives, they are necessarily measurable [2, Lemma 3, p. 3491. Also by 
(iii), for almost all XE J we have 
d IWx)I .P(h +). (2) 
Since M is Lebesgue integrable on J, it follows from above that 4* -It/* is 
also. Consequently, since &, - $&, = d* - $* and since the Lebesgue 
integral of $* - $* coincides with its AP-integral, for all x E J we have 
d i J IMI ‘P(4, $1 by (2). (3) 
Taking in particular J/ = /I ) J, it follows from (3) that 4 -B is bounded 
on J. Since, further fl- fl is bounded by (i), we see that $ - p is bounded 
on J, as stated earlier. 
Now, since $(a) = b = $(a) 
/IQ? $K G).P(d? $13 
and lJ /MI ~4, it follows from (3) that 
and so T is a contraction in A. Hence by Banach 
fixed point theorem T has a unique fixed point, which is clearly the 
required solution. 
AN OPEN PROBLEM. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, can the 
equation (dy/dx),, =f(x, y) have two solutions passing through the point 
(a, b), whose difference is unbounded in every neighborhood of the point a? 
Theorems 1 and 2 have the following useful special cases. 
COROLLARY 1. Let f‘: ix R + R be such that, 
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(i) for each fixed y, the function f (., y) of the first coordinate is a 
derivative on I, and 
(ii) there is a Lipschitz function M for f on I, which is mean bounded 
at each point of I. 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds. 
Remark. The condition (i) is satisfied whenever f (., y) is bounded and 
approximately continuous [S, (10.7), p. 1321. 
ProofI In view of Theorem 1 it is enough to show that, for every 
continuous function 4: I+ R, the function d* defined on I by 4*(x) = 
f(x, d(x)) is a derivative. 
To this end, we first show that #* is measurable. Let E>O be given. By 
(ii), there is a closed set E, cl with /Z\E,I <c/2, such that 
If(4YI)-f(~~~Y,)l 6 IMx)l. IYI -Y,l (4) 
for all (x, y,), (x, yz) E E, x R. Again, M being Lebesgue integrable is 
necessarily measurable. Also, if (rj, rq, r,,...) is an enumeration of the set 
of rational numbers, then by (i) each of the functions f,(x) =f (x, rn), 
n = 3, 4, 5 ,..., is a derivative and, hence, measurable [S, (4.2), p. 1121, So, 
by Lusin’s theorem [S, (7.1) p. 721, there are closed sets E, c I with 
IZ\E,( < &/2”, n = 2, 3, 4,..., such that the functions M I E, and f, I E, are all 
continuous, n = 3, 4, 5 ,.... Then the set E = n;=, E,, is closed, and we have 
II\El d t IZ\E,, < f ~12” =E. 
n=l n=I 
Now, fix any c E E. For all x E E and all r,, we have by (4), 
If (-? d(x)) -f (G d(c))l 
d If (x9 d(x)) -f (4 d(c))l + If (x3 d(c)) -f (x7 rJl 
+ If (x, r,,) -f(c, r,,)l + If (c, rrz) -f (c, +(c))l 
d IM(x)l . Id(x) - #(c)l + IWx)l Id(c) - r,I 
+ IL(x) -f,(c)l + IWc)l . Irn - 4c)l. 
Since M, 4, and f, are all continuous at c, relative to E, and since r, can be 
chosen arbitrarily near to 4(c), it follows from above that b* is continuous 
at c, relative to E. 
Thus b* 1 E is continuous. Since E is closed and jZ\El <E, it follows 
from Lusin’s theorem that d* is measurable on I. 
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Now, fix any c E Z, and define the function II/ on Z by 
$(x1 = d*(x) -fk 4(c)) =fk 4(x)) -l-k 9(c)). 
Since d* is measurable, and since by (i), f(., 4(c)) being a derivative is 
measurable, so Ic/ is measurable. Also by (ii), for almost all x E Z, we have 
I$(x)l d IWx)l . M(x) - 4(c)l. (5) 
Therefore $ is Lebesgue integrable on Z, since M is and 4 -d(c) is con- 
tinuous. On the other hand, f( ., 4(c)) being a finite derivative is necessarily 
Perron integrable on I. Hence, in particular, d* = Ic/ +f( ., 4(c)) is Perron 
integrable on Z. We note also that ,f( ., 4(c)) is in fact the derivative of its 
indefinite P-integral. Further, for closed intervals .Zc Z with c E J, we have 




Since 4 is continuous at c, and since by (ii) M is mean bounded at c, it 
follows from above that 
lim I JI ’ j II/ = 0. 
IJI -0 J 
Consequently we have 
lim 
IJI -0 
IJ\-‘P-j d*= lim 
J IJI - 0 
IJl-‘j ~+,~~oIJl-‘P-jf(.,Q(c)) 
J J 
= 0 +f(c, 9(c)) = d*(c). 
Since c E Z is arbitrary, it follows that #* is the derivative of its indefinite 
P-integral, which completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2. Let f: Z x R -+ R be such that, 
(i) there is an approximately continuous function /3: Z-r R with 
P(a) = b, for which the function /?* defined on Z by p*(x) =f (x, j?(x)) is the 
approximate derivative of a function fl such that fl- /3 is bounded, 
(ii) for eachfixed y, if@(x) = b(x) + y then the function c1* defined on 
Z by M*(X) =f (x, E(X)) is an approximate derivative, and 
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(iii) there is a Lipschitz function M for f on I, which is strongly mean 
bounded at each point of I. 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 2 ho& 
Proof. In view of Theorem 2 it is enough to show that, for every 
approximately continuous function 4: I+ R with q5 - b bounded, the 
function d* defined on I by d*(x) =f(x, d(x)) is an approximate derivate. 
To this end, we first show that q5* is measurable. Let E > 0 be given. By 
(iii), there is a closed set E, c I with II\E,I < &/2 such that 
I,f(-~,YI)-.f‘(,~~Y2)l dlW-K)l.lY,-Y,l (6) 
for all (x, J’, ), (x, y2) E E, x R. Again, q5 being approximately continuous is 
measurable, and A4 being Lebesgue integrable is measurable. Also, if 
{r4, rs, r6,...} is an enumeration of the rational numbers, then by (ii) each 
of the functions ,j;,(x) =,f(x, B(X) + r,,), n = 4, 5, 6 ,..., is an approximate 
derivative and, hence, measurable 12, Lemma 3, p. 3491. So, by Lusin’s 
theorem [S, (7.1), p. 721, there are closed sets E,cI with lI\E,,I <g/2”, 
n = 2, 3,4 ,..., such that the functions C$ I E,, A4 1 E,, and f,, I E,, are all con- 
tinuous, n = 4, 5, 6 ,.... Then the set E = fi;:_, E,, is closed, and we have 
lZ\, El 6 ;, II\ E,,] < f 42” = F. 
,I= I n= I 
Now, fix any c E E. For all x E E and all r,,, we have by (6), 
I.f’(-5 4-y)) -.f(c, d(~))l 
< I.f‘(-u, 4t.y)) -.f’(4 d(c))l + lf(x, d(~))-.l‘(~x, B(c) + r,)l 
+ If@, B(c) + r,,) -.f(.x, B(x) + r,,)l 
+ If (4 fi(.x) + r,,) -.f’(~ B(c) + rn)l 
+ If (c, B(c) + r,,) -.f(c, dd~))I 
< lJW~)l My) - b(c)1 + lMx)l Id(c) -B(c) - r,,l 
+ IW-XII W(c) - B(x)1 + M-~) -J;I(c)I 
+ IMc)l lb(c) + r,z - d(c)l. 
Since M, c+$ /I, and j;, are all continuous at c, relative to E, and since r,, can 
be chosen arbitrarily near to d(c) -b(c), it follows from above that q5* is 
continuous at c, relative to E. 
Thus #* I E is continuous. Since E is closed and II\ El < E, it follows 
from Lusin’s theorem that q5* is measurable on I. 
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Now, fix any ~61, and define the function II/ on I by 
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‘+4x) = d*(x) - a*(x), a*(x) =f(x, P(x) -B(c) + d(c)). 
Since d* is measurable, and since by (ii) FX* being an approximate 
derivative is measurable, so $ is measurable. Also by (iii), for almost all 
x E I we have 
I’h)l G lMx)l. IP(X (7) 
where p is defined on I by 
Therefore $ is Lebesgue integrable on I, since M is and ~,4 - j3 is bounded 
and approximately continuous. On the other hand, a(* being a finite 
approximate derivative is necessarily AP-integrable [ 1 ] on I. Hence, in 
particular, d* = IG, + a* is AP-integrable on I. We note also that x* is in 
fact the approximate derivative of its indefinite AP-integral. 
Again, since by (iii) M is strongly mean bounded at C, given E > 0 there is 
a measurable function jU: I+ R and a real number p > 1, such that 121 IJ is 
mean bounded at c’ and, for closed intervals J c I with c E J, 
lim sup IJI I 
I.// ~+ 0 
C I IMI - Ii.1 I <E. (8) 
.I 
Also, if y=(l -p ‘) ‘, using Holder inequality we have 
G IJI ’ 1 IMl.1~1 by (7) J 
d IJl-’ j-J I IMl - V-1 I I IPI + IJI-’ j-J 14. IPI 
G sup IPI . IJI ’ j+ I IMI - VI I 
I J 
+ [~J~~‘~~~~.~~]‘i”.[lJl~‘ji,QVII*. (9) 
But (~1~ is bounded and approximately continuous, since 4 - p is. 
Therefore [S, (10.7) p. 1321, the derivative of the indefinite integral of Iply 
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at c is /~(c)l~=O. Since, further, IAIp is mean bounded, it follows from (9) 
and (8) that 
lim sup / IJI ~~ ’ S, $ / d sup 1~1 E. 
VI - 0 I 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that 
lim IJlp’jJ$=O. 
IJl - 0 
Consequently we have 
(apI ,?fyo I4 -’ AP - jJ 9* 
= lim 
IJI - 0 
IJI-‘[ $+(ap) lim IJi-‘AP-jJ~* 
J IJI -0 
= 0 + CL*(c) =f(c, (b(c)) = c)*(c). 
Since c E I is arbitrary, it follows that #* is the approximate derivative of its 
indefinite AP-integral, which completes the proof. 
3. ILLUSTRATIONS 
We shall conclude this paper by considering 
the significance of our results. 
For each positive integer n, let 
1 1 n+l a, + 
two examples, illustrating 
b, 4 + c, a =--.- ,I 
n+ 1’ o,, = n(n+2)’ cfr=2’ 
d,,=2. 
Then Ocb,,,, < a,, cd,, < c,, < b, for all n, and the set 
E= 5 (C-b,,, -a,,1 u [a,,, b,l) 
,, = I 
has density 0 at the origin. Fix a real number p > 1, and define the 
functions M, 1, F on I= [ - 1, l] as follows: 
if XE [a,, b,l, n = 1, 2,..., 
M(x) = M( -x) if XE c-b,, -a,], n= 1,2 ,..., 
0 otherwise; 
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if x E [a,, U, n = 1, 2,..., 
if XE C-6,, ---a,], n= 1,2 ,..., 
otherwise; 
if x E [Ia,, b,l, n = 1, 2,..., 
if XE C-b,, -a,], n=l,2 ,..., 
otherwise. 
We note that the functions M, 2, Fare all continuous everywhere, except 
at the origin, where they are approximately continuous because 
M(x) = I(x) = F(x) = 0 = F(0) = j>(O) = M(0) for all x E Z\ E. Also, M and ,I 
are Lebesgue integrable on I. In fact, M and I are the derivatives of their 
indefinite Lebesgue integrals. Besides, the derivative of the indefinite 
integral of IMJ at the origin is 0, and 111 p is mean bounded at each point of 
I. Since 1 IM+,Il - 1111 ) < [MI, M+3, is strongly mean bounded at each 
point of I. We omit the straightforward verifications of these facts. 
We note further that the functions M and MS i are unbounded in every 
neighborhood of the origin, since M(d,,) = n and %(d,,) = n”!’ for all n. 
Finally, the function F is bounded on Z and has a finite derivative 
everywhere, except at the origin where we have D+F(O) = co, since 
F(c,,)- F(0) = 1 for all n. But F!+,(O) =O, since F(x) - F(0) =0 for all 
.~EZ\E. 
EXAMPLE 1. Letf:ZxR+R be defined by 
f(% Y) = M(x). Y. 
For each fixed y, we see that the function f( ., y) is a derivative on I. Also 
M is a Lipschitz function forf on Z, and M is mean bounded at each point 
of I. Hence by Corollary 1, the equation dy/dx =f(x, y) has a locally uni- 
que local solution passing through any given interior point of Ix R. 
We note that, since M is unbounded in every neighborhood of the 
origin,fdoes not satisfy the Lipschitz condition in y about the point (0, 0), 
and so Picard’s theorem fails in this case. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let g: Ix R -+ R be defined by 
g(x7 Y) = (M(x) + W)) 'Y + FH,(x). 
409/127/2-6 
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Taking p(x) =O, we see that g(x, p(x)) 
b(x) = F(x), and fl- p = F is bounded. 
is the approximate derivative of 
A gain, for each fixed y we see that 
the function g(x, p(x) + y) = g(x, y) is also an approximate derivative on I. 
Also M+ 1 is a Lipschitz function for g on I, and it is strongly mean boun- 
ded at each point of I. Hence by Corollary 2, the equation (dyldx),, = 
g(x, y) has a locally unique bounded local solution passing through the 
point (0,O). 
We note, however, that the equation dy/dx =g(.x, y) has no solution 
passing through (0,O). For, if y= d(x) is such a solution, then 
4’(x) =g(x, d(x)) throughout a neighborhood of the origin. Then 4 is 
necessarily continuous, and hence from the proof of Corollary 1 it follows 
that (M+ n). 4 is a derivative. Consequently P’&,= d’- (M+A).d is a 
derivative, which is contrary to the fact that F(0) does not exist. 
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